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ABSTRACT. In this paper, the network video hot event discovery system integrates
domestic mainstream network video website data (e.g. Youku, Tudou, Ku6, etc.) and
Internet TV data. This research studies the bottom layer of network video multisource information extraction, filtering, aggregation, storage, etc. To realize video
semantic analysis and processing, the research further studies the multi-layer
semantic unified representation model of multi-source heterogeneous video data. On
this basis, aiming at providing decision support for government departments to
monitor video public opinion and emergency intervention, the research also studies
network emergency discovery technology, hot event real-time tracking technology,
and hot development trend prediction technology. Finally, relying on the above
research results, the research develops a cloud computing-based network video hot
event monitoring and analysis system and then demonstrates the application in
network media.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of the domestic network video industry in recent
years, the network video has become one of the most popular network services in
China. According to the 43rd "China Internet Development Report" issued by the
China Internet Network Information Center in February 2019, China's network
video users reached 612 million by the end of 2018 and the network audio-visual
content has become a spiritual and cultural consumption of China's Internet users.
Hot events caused by network video and the video transmission of hot events are
increasing year by year. [1] Not only has it become a new trend in network video
marketing, but also an urgent issue facing the current research on network public
opinion.
The multi-source heterogeneous information contained in the network video and
the behavior information of the video users form an important channel for data
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acquisition in the era of big data. The mining and application of multi-source video
big data are getting more and more attention from academia, industry and
government departments. [2][3][4][5].For example, Netflix mined video big data to
discover user needs, and launched the "House of Cards" episode with great
commercial success[6].Hot spot event discovery is the application of topic discovery
and tracking (TDT) technology in the actual field [7] [8].
In recent years, the researches on text data mining such as news, forums, and
microblogs [9] [10], monitoring hots and sensitive events [11], and analyzing the
opinions and sentiments of netizens [12] [13] [14] have emerged in large numbers ,
trying to meet the urgent needs of government departments for public opinion
monitoring, early warning and intervention [15] [16] [17].
Existing research mainly relies on the integration of computer science and
journalism. The research on network hot events is basically focused on the grabbing
analysis of text information. For example, by studying message propagation models
and viral infection models, Wang Wei et al. [18] proposed a topic propagation model
based on Weibo fan relationships, user activity, and influence in order to distinguish
which users are more likely to be affected and which users are in the "immune" state
in the process of topic communication, and then predict the spread of topics or
public opinion. Li Biao analyzed the basic structural characteristics of hot event
propagation in cyberspace from the aspects of centrality, intermediary, density and
subgroups [19] and studied the attention duration and critical threshold of the six
stages of hot events in the incubation period, outbreak period, spread period,
repeated period, mitigation period, long-tail period [20]. Zhong Ying and Yu Xiucai
analyzed the propagation law of the major network public opinion events in time,
space, groups involved, content involved, information sources, and dissemination
from the perspective of network public opinion guidance. [21].
There are few researches and technical application of current network video hot
events. The audio-visual language symbols of video have the characteristics of
image, intuitiveness, multi-dimensionality, complexity, and ambiguity that are
different from linear text language. Analysis techniques based on text discourse still
have many limitations and can’t meet the needs of network video hot event analysis.
Cloud computing-based network video hot event monitoring and analysis system
can be more effective and more accurate.
2. System architecture and design
2.1 Basic principles
Firstly, cloud computing-based network video hot event monitoring and analysis
system collects network video content information and user information from video
websites, Internet TV stations, and social media. Secondly, it intelligently analyzes
and extracts relevant information, and implements automatic deduplication and
denoising. Thirdly, through the cloud storage architecture design to achieve big data
management functions. And then through BoF modeling, LDA modeling, semantic
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feature extraction and other technologies to achieve the unified representation of
multi-source heterogeneous data. Finally combined with the network video hot spot
aggregation analysis engine and network video hot event monitoring and analysis
application platform, to realize the analysis and monitoring of hot events on the Web
application site based on B / S architecture and APP applications based on IOS or
Android systems.
2.2 System functional architecture design
The functional architecture design of the cloud-based network video hot event
monitoring and analysis system is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 System Total Function Architecture Design

The main functional modules of the system include:
(1) Automatic extraction and filtering module of network video multi-source
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information
The module is primarily used to capture content information (e.g. text, images,
videos, etc.)of web videos from massive, irregular video sites, network television
stations, and social media, user behavior information (e.g. clicks, downloads,
favorites, reviews, sharing, invitations, labels, uploads, scoring, etc., It even includes
page dwell time, scrolling, hovering, fallback, etc.),and intelligently analyzes and
extracts relevant information, and automatically de-sicsizes noise, including
semantic element extraction, semantic network construction, multi-channel
monitoring, spam filtering, consistency analysis, incremental extraction and other
functions.
(2) Large-scale multi-source heterogeneous data storage management module
The module is at the data layer, enabling efficient storage management of multisource heterogeneous data. It includes functions such as Semantic Web distributed
storage and indexing, high-speed parallel Semantic Web access, Semantic Web
evolution process management, and multiple NoSQL database storage management.
The module adopts cloud storage architecture design to realize big data management
function.
(3) Unified representation module of multi-source heterogeneous data
This module realizes the unified representation of multi-source heterogeneous
data. Including BoF modeling, LDA modeling, topic distribution graph construction,
semantic feature extraction, data aggregation and other functions.
(4) Network video hot spot discovery module
This module mainly realizes the construction and management of the evaluation
index system of network video hot events, and intelligent discovery of network
video hot events.
(5) Aggregation analysis engine for network video hots
This module is at the core layer of the system, and realizes the tracking and
prediction of network video hots and sensitive events. Contains functions such as
event analysis, heat analysis, time analysis, event tracking and event prediction.
(6) Network video hot monitoring and analysis application platform
This module is a terminal application program for monitoring and analyzing
network video hot events, including Web application sites based on B / S
architecture and APP applications based on IOS or Android systems.
3. System technical route
3.1 Hot event semantic element extraction and network video multi-source data
extraction and filtering
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This part focuses on the extraction, filtering and storage management
technologies of network video multi-source data from the bottom data layer. First, it
researches the semantic element extraction technology and semantic web
representation model of hot events. Then under the guidance of the semantic web, it
extracts and filters the video multi-source data (video content, user behavior and
video sources) related to hot events; Finally, it achieves efficient management of
multi-source heterogeneous data with the help of cloud database in NoSQL data
management and the study of cloud database management key technologies.
(1) Extraction of semantic elements of hot events and construction of semantic
web
Multi-source heterogeneous media contains a large amount of high-dimensional,
strong correlation and multi-semantic heterogeneous information. The research
analyzes the correlation of this information can unearth many potential hot events.
The research also studies how to quickly perceive hot events from massive multisource heterogeneous media information and extract its semantic elements to
construct a semantic web. First of all, collecting a large amount of multi-source
heterogeneous data, mine the correlation of the multi-source heterogeneous data on
the original attributes from the sample data, and eliminate conflicts, remove
redundancy, and simplify the expression of data; On this basis, the fusion and
knowledge reasoning of multi-source heterogeneous data in the semantic layer form
a standardized multi-level data, features, and knowledge description framework that
can support deep processing and mining of data, cross-reference semantic analysis
and reasoning of multi-source heterogeneous data, semantic annotation and semisupervised machine learning to Obtain semantic information; Finally, a multi-source
heterogeneous data semantic network model based on complex network graphs is
established to study the recognition method of complex semantic concepts and the
mining technology of media semantic relationship.
(2) Automatic and efficient extraction, filtering, and consistency analysis of
multi-source data
Under the guidance of the Semantic Web, research and develop automatic data
extraction methods with higher performance, higher scalability, and higher accuracy.
Automatically extract and filter video data related to network events (such as text,
images, videos, etc.) and user behavior data (such as clicks, downloads, collections,
comments, sharing, invitations, annotations, uploads, ratings) , Even including page
dwell time, scrolling, hovering, backing, etc.) and video source data (video service
operators and video hosts); Aiming at the dynamic nature of big data, study capture
methods of changing data, and then propose incremental data extraction method; On
this basis, Consistency analysis is performed from the model layer and instance
layer, covering aspects such as integrity constraints, naming conflicts, structural
conflicts, inconsistent time selection, missing data, and data summary conflicts.
(3) Cloud storage technology for large-scale multi-source heterogeneous data
Cloud database is a database deployed and virtualized in a cloud computing
environment providing a powerful means for NoSQL data management. However,
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cloud database is weak in transaction support, and some analytical applications
require a certain degree of transaction semantic guarantees. At the same time, many
analytical applications have cross-relational and NoSQL database access
requirements, which requires the integration of cloud databases RDBMS and various
NoSQL databases. Therefore, it is necessary to study the key technologies of cloud
database management for analytical applications to provide the underlying support
for further mining and analysis. Specific research contents includes: large-scale
semantic web distributed storage and indexing technology, high-speed parallel
semantic web access technology, management of the evolution process of the
semantic web, cloud database architecture design integrating RDBMS and multiple
NoSQL databases, and analysis based on CAP theory NoSQL database execution
mechanism, large-scale heterogeneous data preprocessing technology, large-scale
media data common processing technology, etc.
3.2 Unified representation of multi-source heterogeneous media data and hot spot
event discovery based on multi-layer semantic model
The multi-source information of network video is extremely heterogeneous, and
the types include multi-source information such as video, image, and text. The
difference in data representation form is a huge difficulty for semantic analysis. How
to build a unified representation model is the current research difficulty, and it is also
one of the key links for the success of the hot spot discovery task. To study the
problem of semantic analysis of multi-source heterogeneous data, the first is
introduce a multi-layer semantic model, reduce the semantic gap layer by layer, and
realize the unified representation of multi-source heterogeneous data; Secondly,
propose a network video hot event evaluation system to study real-time Efficient hot
spot event discovery method.
(1) Semantic feature extraction for unified representation and semantic
relationship modeling of heterogeneous media
Faced with massive amounts of multi-source heterogeneous media data, a unified
data representation model will lead to changes in information representation. So it
can bring theoretical breakthroughs and great application value. The traditional
method is to calculate the word frequency of the dictionary to extract the keyword
description, but the keyword cannot accurately express the semantics, and cannot
reflect the emotion and behavior mode of the specific user. In order to solve this
problem, first of all, the research studies the feature package model (BoF)
representation method of image and video data, and the topic model (LDA)
representation method of text data. So as to obtain the topic statistical distribution
map of heterogeneous media; Then the research studies semantics based on human
cognitive theory and compressed perception method to obtain a sparse
representation of multi-source heterogeneous data; Finally, on the basis of semantic
categories, it finds the matching pattern between the heterogeneous media
perception features. Specific research includes: evaluation method of modalcategory connection based on text perception feature and image feature perception;
common semantic space mapping method of two modal features to category
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information representation; construction of semantic association model between
heterogeneous media in common semantic space.
(2) Evaluation index system and discovery technology of network video hot
events
Network social networks, including network video sites, have attracted largescale users to share various types of information with their convenient information
release and acquisition methods. At the same time, they have become a convenient
channel for people to connect and organize. On the basis of the event semantic web
model and the unified representation model of video multi-source data, the system
builds a hot event evaluation system first. It also explores the evaluation indicators
such as attention, explosion, penetration, continuity, importance to establish a
quantitative system for hot events; Secondly, it models the event discovery problem
as a classification problem and studies the classifier machine learning framework,
especially the problems of fusion of multiple classifiers and imbalance of cluster
samples.
3.3 Tracking and prediction of network video hots and sensitive events
Based on the event discovery based on video semantic analysis, it can further
research on the evolution and prediction of hot spots and sensitive events. First of
all, starting from the fragmented information brought by the user community, the
fragmented information aggregation technology is used to quickly and accurately
track the trend of hot event events, and supplemented by the time series analysis of
inflection point recognition technology. Secondly, multi-dimensional analysis of the
occurrence and development of events is conducted to construct a prediction model
based on matrix decomposition to realize the prediction of sudden behavior.
(1) Tracking and inflection point identification and analysis technology of
network video hot events
The infinitely subdivided audiences and the extremely small amount of
information carried by a single network video, so it makes hot event information
fragmented. Research on fragmented information aggregation technology plays an
important role in tracking the evolution of hot events. The specific technologies
involved in fragmented information aggregation includes: cross-platform hot event
information association analysis, aggregated information quality control, content
filtering and incremental update technology, sentiment analysis, etc. On the basis of
obtaining the time series data of event evolution, the inflection point indicates that
the event has changed greatly, and it is often the appropriate time for manual
intervention. Therefore, this section also studies the inflection point recognition
technology based on time series analysis.
(2) Network video hot event trend prediction and intervention decision support
In order to realize the trend prediction of hot events, it is necessary to grasp the
rules of the generation and development of hot events. So the research conducts
statistical analysis through a large number of actual cases to obtain the correlation
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between the occurrence of sudden behavior and the time of related events, the
exposure rate of the event, the degree of emotional fluctuation, the proportion of
negative emotions, the number of participating individuals, the duration of hot spots,
etc. Then it studies the prediction model based on matrix decomposition to realize
the prediction of sudden behavior. Finally, it provides network video hot event early
warning, and provide decision support for manual intervention at the sudden change
point (inflection point) and the predicted future mutation point.
4. System application and prospect
The network video hot event monitoring and analysis system based on cloud
computing can be applied to the evolution, prediction and intervention of hots and
sensitive events. First of all, starting from the fragmented information brought by the
user community, the fragmented information aggregation technology is used to
quickly and accurately track the trend of hot event events, and supplemented by the
time series analysis of inflection point recognition technology. Secondly, it conducts
multi-dimensional analysis of the occurrence and development of events, constructs
a prediction model based on matrix decomposition, realizes the prediction of sudden
behavior. It also conducts statistical analysis through a large number of actual cases
to obtain the correlation between the occurrence of sudden behavior and the time of
related events, the exposure rate of the event, the degree of emotional fluctuation,
the proportion of negative emotions, the number of participating individuals, the
duration of hot spots, etc. Then it studies the prediction model based on matrix
decomposition to realize the prediction of sudden behavior. Finally, it provides
network video hot event early warning, and provide decision support for manual
intervention at the sudden change point (inflection point) and the predicted future
mutation point.
5. Conclusion
The rapid development of the network video industry makes network video play
an increasingly important role in the spread of hot events, the discovery of social
needs, and the monitoring and control of public opinion. The cloud video-based
network video hot event monitoring and analysis system can automatically extract
and filter multi-source data information of network video, extract semantic elements
of hotspot events, build a unified representation of multi-source heterogeneous
media data and hotspot event discovery model based on multi-layer semantic model,
realize tracking and prediction of network video hot-spots and sensitive events, and
solve the limitations of traditional text-based discourse analysis technology. Finally
it achieves the purpose of providing decision support for government departments to
conduct video public opinion supervision and emergency intervention.
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